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The present invention relates to the continuous produc 
tion of felted ?ber products by a dry process, and in par 
ticular to the production of one or more continuous 
webs, and one or more continuous streams of individual 
felted entities, for example small pads. ' 
The production of air-laid ?ber felts by deposition of 

?bers from suspension in air is attended with dif?culties 
which become more pronounced as the objectives of uni 
formity and high quality of the felt are increased. Dry 
vegetable ?bers, especially the shorter ?bers derived from 
wood, are kinky and consequently tend to entangle and 
clot as they encounter ‘each other in air suspension. In 
attempting to secure a high rate of production in forming 
air-laid felts, common expedients are to increase the ?berv 
concentration in the air, and to increase the rate of ?ow 
of the air suspension. In particular the increased con 
centration tends to induce ?ocking. The longer the path 
of travel of an air suspension, the greater are the oppor 
tunities for mutual encounter of ?bers and hence of clot 
ting. Also, the impinging of the suspended ?bers on con 
duit walls, both straight runs and turns, enhances the clot 
ting. Thus, the deposition of clots instead of or along 
with individual ?bers leads to poor formation and unde 
sirable inequalities throughout the felt. 
The present invention employs apparatus and process 

for forming felts from air-suspended ?bers at a high rate 
of production, with a minimum of clotting, and with vari 
ability in the nature of the felts. 

It is a general object of the invention to provide a con 
tinuous process of felting to produce either a continuous 
felted web, or a continuous stream of separate felted 
entities. 

It is a general object of the invention to employ super 
atmospheric pressure on the felting side of a felting 
screen, and subatmospheric pressure on the other side of 
the screen. . 

It is a general object of the invention to form the ?ber 
felt on a cylindrical screen and thereby provide a convex 
surface to cooperate with a loop of sheet material which 
may be employed in the process for one or more 
functions. 

It is also an object of the invention to form felted 
bodies containing non-?brous material in ?nely divided 
form, by a continuous process involving constancy of pro 
portion in the infed materials, and recirculation of ?nes 
which escape ‘from the felt. 

‘ Various ‘other and ancillary objects and advantages of 
the invention will become apparent from the following 
description and explanation of the presently preferred 
manner of carrying out the invention, as shown in the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 1 ~ 

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic layout of the process and up‘ 
paratus therefor. ’ ' 
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Fig. 2 shows a felting cylinder of which the peripheral ‘2 
area is in part blocked off by peripheral non-?ltering 
bands to provide a plurality of parallel strips of felt. 

Fig. 3 is a modi?cation of the screen cylinder of Fig. 2 
, in which the several peripheral screen areas for forming 
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strips are divided by cross-bands of blocked'areas thus to 
divide the strips into a succession of felted entities. 

First, there is provided means for continuously form 
ing‘an air suspension of substantially individualized ?bers, 
which is such a means as to permit the reintroduction of 
?nes which escape through the felt and the felting screen, 
in order to recycle the ?nes without accumulating a loss 
of material. The primary objective is to deliver the sus 
pension to a depositing area, ‘and this may be effected by 
the positional relation of parts. However, to this end 
there may be, and preferably ‘is, provided'a nozzleelike 
conduit means for delivering the air suspension, which 
means may readily be designed to minimize clotting and 
to deliver a uniform and continuous supply of dispersed 
fibers to and over a depositing area at which a felt is de 
posited by ?ltering the ?bers from the air suspension. 
Then there is employed a rotating cylindrical ?ltering or 
felting screen which presents felting screen area substan 
tially exposed in said depositing area,'with permissible 
blocked-off or blank non-?ltering area where division of 
the felt structure is desired, such as division into'continu 
ous bands or one stream or more of separate bodies :of 
felts. Associated with the cylindrical screen ‘is means 
for exerting suction under the‘screen at an-area including 
the depositing area, to assist in forming the felt entire 
screen and to collect the ?nes. which‘ pass through thefelt 
and the screen. Before the formed felt on the cylindrical 
screen has an opportunity to become detachedfrom the 
screen, means is provided which may be employedto wrap 
a continuous ‘web of ‘sheet material over the face .of the 
felt to travel with it to anew position where it'functions 
after removal of the felt'from the screen.‘ i a 
The means for providing a stream of ‘air-containing 

suspended ?bers at superatmospheric pressure may be of 
numerous kinds. The preferred method is illustrated in 
Fig. l. Fibrous material 10, such as pulp laps or other 
bulk forms of ?brous material to be individualized for 
dispersion, is fed at a controllable rate into a hopper 11 
which leads to a mill12 of suitable character to‘disinte 
grate the supplied ?brous material into a mass of sub 
stantially individualized ?bers, clottedor not, and in 
high concentration preferably in the form of a ?ulf. The 
mill may be one of conventional type for the- purpose, 
such as a hammer-mill having a cylindrical casing 13, 
an arcuate portion of which is perforated as indicated at 
14, through which portion the disintegrated material is 
discharged as ?ber into a receiver 15. The mill has a 
coaxial rotor 16 which has vanes or other means such 
as swinging hammers 17 so arranged that in rotation of 
the rotor the hammers effect disintegration of the ?brous 
material 19, and also movement of it through the per 
forated screen portion 14. Such a mill is commonly as 
sociated with means to cause ‘a current of air to flow 
through it. As shown in the drawings, the receiving 
chamber 15 is connected tightly'over the plate 14 and 
also connected to the suction side of a blower 20 which 
discharges through conduit 21 to a cyclone 22. Thus, 
in operation the ?brous material 10 is disintegrated into 
a material which may be discharged as a ?uff into said 
cyclone 22 along with vehicular air drawn in whole or in 
part from the atmosphere at the hopper 11 by action' in 
cluding that of the blower 20. > - - ~ : ' 

The cyclone 22 functions to separate air and the ?ber 
or ?u?f, discharging the air upwardly throughaa top vent 
23 for exhaust. For'numerous reasons of economy, part 

i of the air so vented through, the top portion 23 may be 
recycled by way of conduit 24 whichile'ads into‘the 
hopper 11. The cyclone 22 is operated so that its bot 
tom portion 25 does not discharge air under pressure, 
but only the ?ber which settlesdownwardly in its conical 

7 base, preferably as a supply of accumulatedv ?ber of 
variable depth to accommodate irregularities in the feed‘, 
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ingaofl?her .10.into hopper 11.; Beneath. the cyclone is 
an endless conveyer belt 28 which gathers on it ?ber 29 
as the belt passes under theilower end 25 of the cyclone. 
'Breferablyrthe belLis .operatedat arcorntrolledlrate and 

' 'is arranged .tdcarry ,a:mcasured,amount_ot ?ber in a_ 
‘given time,.thus ,allowingQa reserve supply to'be main 
taine'dqjnithe bottom;.25. of thecyclone. Ihe measured 
amountinaynbe controlled byregulating the distance be 
tween; tlm'dischargev opening 25 and the 'conveyer belt, 28, 
and also: by; regulatmg, the rate of travel of the belt 2%. 
;. The/arrangement described permits the feed from the 
'conveyerhelt ‘23. of substantially indiridualized fibers 7 

OX. 

inr?u?tformataaregular .rate,,-for.dispersal anddeiivery V - 
V ' 'xr'ilthezfelting'nieans, Thedispersal in .air. for felting is 

.ii?ected. hynazp?nakdisper'ser which frnay be generally of 
' ‘the same type as. the primary vdisperser}; - Modi?cations, 

however, Lare,'indicated._._.As a ?nal. disperser there is 
shown :1 cylindrical casing‘S? ona horizontal axis, hav 
ingiamarcuate extent ofiits periphery, namely about 90°, 
perforated as a screen~31, through which?bers are urged 
hyroperation of the disperser. There is an agitator in the 
casingapreferably provided as a co-axial rotor 32 which 

: Ernay operate at'high. speed; and therebyact as a’ sort of 
7- fan orblower to inducea flow ofairoutwardly through 
(the. casing“ to discharge; at superatmospheric. pressure 
through} the screen 31; . In the event the agitator does not 

-' :operziteas‘ a blower fan, for example when the rotor 32 is 
' firnerelylos'cillated; other'rn'eans.may'be'employedto create a ' 

.7 fth‘esrnoi'ing :c'ur‘rcntfot air,-,suchras aihlower; preferably 1‘ 
9s intake side of thercas‘ing 30. {The agitator or rotor 

' 132 carries inked, onrradial swingingl’blades 33 on which _ 
there-are's'uitable- heads,f;for example rubber pads, ‘34, ~ 

. whichsrub‘th'e ?uif29la‘gainstithe insideio'f the casing 3t} 7 l 
7'lftoléindividualizc,itL-éihestream ‘of "air ?owing through I 

. ' 1 the casing carrieswth'e. individualized'?bers away through 
§the>ports in’ plate 31.7? The mill imayrhe'fed laterally, as 
."a-t one lve'rticaiuvall'of ‘the Teasing wherein'an opening'35‘ 
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encompasses the: semen g'i- area; 
particularly to the peripheral directions; than to the lat- ' 
'eral bounds.’ Arcuate‘ dampers '44]: team; are adjust 

4 
‘On’ the external, tacehotrthewdisperser 1'3‘0vis "at, collect 

ing hood or nozzle 38 hayingra special construction. 
It is so formed as to have two diverging horn-like sec 
tions, leading to the edges of the perforated plate 31 

'of the disperser, thus tofgath?rthe air suspension com 
ing through screen '31 aud'harrowing the passageway 

increasesas it moves awayjwfromgthe screen. By this 
means clotting is minimized by a tendency to‘ moveeach 
?ber faster than‘ each reuowingsber wherejhere" vare 
the side walls 6f the horns tending wineries clotting. 
This ‘censtnetienzeritnepress-secede er». the stream is 
carried to ‘thekdepositing‘area where the felt is formed, 
‘by the slight'taper' of the nozzle‘ 38. ' . 
The felting meansjis' provided as a cylindrical screen 

of which a screen periphery 40 moves at a regular rate 
through a depositing area 41 which in the illustrated 
embodiment is the ori?ceof the n‘ozzle38... The char 

' acter of the screen niay be ‘greedy modi?ed'ias ‘will :be 
describedihereinaftent but for simpli?cation ofVthe-de 
scription it may be said that the screen 40 in Fig. 1 
is entirely perforated without obstructing areas. Thus, 
on the screen 40 a continuous webmay be-formed hav 
ing a width from edge .to edge of the‘ ori?celof nozzle 
38'. Such a web is indicated by. the numeral 42 as it 
leaves the depositing area 41 passing under the edge 43 
ofthenozzle38v‘. ’ ' I: 1 V . 

Associated with/the screen" 40 is a suction boir be 
‘heath-the depositing area 41 asiindieated' byithe ne 

, meral 44; The examiner" “ .or'the suction‘ BQX is‘ pref 
‘ir'nuin liesoutsidevof and 

th. reference more 
erably variable, and time 

able to" control the peripheral dimension of the suction 
. opening." Thesuctionlbox '14 connects by‘s'u‘itabl'e and 

‘is indiciat'ed'7 or§longitudinally~or fadewise, ifhmeans tor 
obtainingstheidesired ?ow of air'and ?u?' istp’rovided'a's 
v‘mentioned above. Leading to the opening ~35 is’ a hopper 

7' 36 vopen-‘to the atmosphere-into which the conveyer belt . 
2'8-discharges 'it‘s load of ?uif alongside air drawn (into the ' 

a hopper from the atmosphere by-Ithe suction applied there? 
7 =10, which air enters as a ?ber-free portion of-the' current 
.ofairifoi‘ depositing the ?ben V 
1 heral extent of the screen 31 - in part pre? 

7 determines the direction'and characterof the discharged. 
airjs'uspension of ?ben. The next step is to pass the 
stream-of air:and ?ber through a screen to form a felt. 
This place‘ of formation is called herein a depositing 
.areayand its ‘location predetermines the path of a moving 
screen: on which the felt is formed. To assist the deposi 

V "tionrsuction is applied under the screen, Whereas the 
.air stream in fhe‘depositing arearis at super-atmospheric 

V'pres‘s-urew The suction capacity is such as to take in all 
air constituting the current which carries ?bers into 

itti'etdepositing area, in order to prevent escape of ?bers 
nndairirom the depositing area into theatmosphere. 
-’Consequently the area of the screen at which suction is 
.applied‘includes the ‘entire depositing area Within its 
bounds, and preferably the suction area is greater than 
"the depositing area to draw in atmospheric air ‘as a sort 
of envelope'to house theair'suspension; V V 

.7 Toithe'se ends, -the screen 31.61;“ the'?nal; disperser 
may be placedvery close "to the depositing area, or be 
remote’ fromit‘when suitable means is employed to con 
?ne the current of air discharged at the screen 31 and 
directit towardror" to the ‘area. Because. of ' ' 

' {he'wide ‘angle comprehended the ‘particularly illusi 
v‘trate‘d''scree'ri-31';-such a1 "con?ning means is employed 

iiaoéiting' area: Y 
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well-known structufethroughy-the;"212516745 to a suction 
‘ conduit 46- leadingto the intaket'of blower 4.7 which 
discharges via‘rc'onduit48'to al'cycrlone 49. ,Tl'ie blower 
47 is operated so thatfit'ten'ds to draw in more through 
the suction box that ilspsup'plie'dto the depositingarea 

'41 through nozzle easy the operation of‘ disperser-30, 
that is, at least all the air newness. and preferably 
an additional amount from. the atmosphere}; Astaire 
sult the upper side of the depositin'gaareatis ‘at super 
Vatmospheric pressure,,whi_le the lower side within the 
cylinder 40s; at subatmo'sphericpres'sure; The conse 
_quence is that the felting zone itself is at substantially 
atmospheric. pressure, tthusl to facilitate mechanical con 
struction andepera?en; By operation to draw in exact 
ly the same amount of into .sué'tid ‘box 44 ast?ows 
to the depositing area from the disperser 30, no. leakage 
of suspended ?bers from the nozzle to the atmosphere 
will result. .Howevenfsuch a balance isydii'?cult' for 
practical Vnianag'ement‘ and .it is 7: therefore preferred that 

. the blower 47 be operated to draw in somejair from the 
atmosphere at the edges. er the depositing zone, .forex 
ample at‘ the edges of thecdampers?tia and 441; when 
positioned to permit it. In’ theapparatus of’ the draw 
ing the damper;44a,_ is very close to the nozzle edge 50. 
1 Asis well .lmownin producing V?b'er in the manner 
described there is a fraction ‘of'?nes'which tends topass 

' through. thefelt andthe felting;screento?enterithe ex 

70 
. ‘in; the apparatus of thefdrawin'gsl?since thejdistance - 
’ ti‘t‘iveirsedfrorn screen to the-depositing area is also .. 

V i'pi'éferablly ‘:ShlQ/flt; said’ con?ning means is ‘extended: . asortot ‘conduit or nozzle substantially'to the dei 

haust system, comparable. to the‘ ?brous content in the 
white, water . in making *apaper onfx'conventional, paper 
.making. machines. “Since the ' presenthapparatus and 
process’ may also be operated tolvincludevmaterial other 

ftharn'rl?ber, for example;?uelywdivicledresinrpowder to 
"serveas a bond, later described, some. of thispowdcr 
willalso ‘escapéiVBein‘g frequently the more expensive 
component stare felt to be'forine‘d; such/‘a resin‘ powder 
must be used in i?nrév subdivision "for ethciency. This ' 
enhances loss of it into the‘ exhaust and-makes more 

75 important‘the necessity to save ‘thesolid entrained eom- . 
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ponents of, the exhaust. This ’ is effected in the cy 
clone 49. 

Cyclone 49 is of the same general type as the cyclone 
22, but its operation is somewhat different. Cyclone 
49 vents to the atmosphere by way of conduit 51 at the 
top, which has an adjustable damper 52. Changing the 
set of the damper controls the amount of air discharged 
via vent 51, and compels the remainder to escape through 
the bottom 53 of the cyclone 49. In operation the cy 
clone thus effects a separation of the exhaust stream 
in conduit 48 into at least two portions, one of which 
is air enriched with the entrained ?nes from the ex 
haust. This enriched portion escapes at the bottom 53 
of the cyclone and from there it discharges or is con 
veyed into the hopper 36 alongside the infed ?uff 29. 
Thus, recycling of the ?nes is effected and there is no 
loss of material. 

The processing of material by the apparatus described 
calls for a ?ne adjustment in proportion between ?ber 
and other material, for example, resin powder, and 
where continuous uniformity in proportion is desired in 
the ?nal felt 42, it is only necessary to regulate the feed 
of such materials propertly to the disperser. The non 
?brous material may be fed in at hopper 11, or at hopper 
36 or at any intermediate location. In continuous oper 
ation including the recycling of the ?nes, the original 
fed proportion is constantly maintained without adverse 
e?ect resulting from the escape of ?nes through the ?lter 
ing screen into the exhaust system. 
As illustrated the nozzle 38 discharges onto the top 

of the rotating cylinder 40 so that action of gravity sup 
plements the felted union of the felt to the screen to hold 
the formed felt 42 onto the cylinder. Before the felt 
42 has an opportunity to become detached, a web of 
sheet material is brought to the face of the felt and com 
bined with it by facial engagement for travel therewith. 
Thus, as the cylinder rotates, the felt may be held ?rmly 
to the cylinder by maintaining contact of the web with 
the cylinder. The sveb so introduced may vary in struc 
ture and in function. For example, it may merely be a 
transfer means in the form of an endless belt brought 
to the cylinder near the top and removed near the bottom 
at a position where it underlies the felt so that it is 
merely a vehicle to carry the felt away from the cylinder. 
The web may be a sheet of paper which is to remain 
with the formed felt, for example as a liner therefor in 
some subsequent combination structure. The web may 
be brought to the face of the felt with active or activata 
ble adhesive applied interfacially, for example by apply 
ing such adhesive to the appropriate face of the web. 
As shown there is a roll 61 near the top of the cylinder, 

over which passes a web of material indicated by the 
numeral 62. The roll may press upon the felt 42 or be 
spaced from it, serving primarily to position ‘the sheet 
62 so that it will wrap around the convex surface below 
it as presented by the felt on the cylinder. Where the 
web 62 bears active adhesive, as above mentioned, it is 
preferred that the roll 61 press upon the felt 42 in order 
to exert pressure for adhesive engagement at the interface. 
At the bottom of the cylinder 40 the relationship of 

web 62 to felt 42 is such that the web underlies the felt 
where it may serve as a carrier to support the felt in leav 
ing the cylinder as indicated by the numeral 64. At this 
point the felt 42 rests on the web or sheet 62 and the 
two move upwardly away, for example, at an angle for 
subsequent processing. In the event that the felt 42 ad 
heres to the screen 40, it may be forced away from the 
screen by air pressure. For this purpose there is shown 
a pressure chamber 65 fed by compressed air in pipe 66. 
Chamber 65 opens to the inner face of the screen to 
blow the felt off the screen, and incidentally clean the 
screen. Where the felt is continuous as shown in Fig. l, 
the felted strength is commonly suf?cient to peel the felt 
from the screen without the necessity to blow it from 
initial contact position. However, where the felt formed 
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6 
may be a separate entity, and not a continuouss'trip, as 
would result from use of the cylinder of Fig. 3, it is de 
sirable to assist the detachment by use of compressed air. 
This is especially true when the said felted entity is not 
adhesively united to sheet 62. , ' 

Where the mat 42 is such that it contains a bonding 
agent, for example in the form of resin powder, which 
may be activated to thermoset adhesion, it is permitted 
that the web 62 be a screen through which and through 
the felt, hot air may be passed to effect heating and bond— 
ing rapidly and without delay which would result from 
the transfer of heat conductively. 

In Fig. 2 there is shown a cylinder which may be the 
same cylinder as shown in Fig. 1. The cylinder has a 
plurality of wide peripheral ?ltering bands 68 of the 
screen material, and between them separating imperforate 
bands 69 and also imperforate terminal boundary bands 
70. The bands 69 and 70 may be of any suitable mate 
rial, thin or thick. For example, it may be ordinary 

. paper masking tape placed over the perforations of a full 
cylindrical screen to provide non-felted separations be. 
tween strips of felt to be formed side'by-side on, the 
bands 63. The bands also may be of rubber, .or even 
metal. Removable masking material over a full, screen 
is preferred to permit varying the pattern. 

Fig. 3 shows a cylinder similar to that of Fig. 2 which 
has terminal imperforate bands 73 and peripheral imper 
forate masking bands 74, substantially as described with 
respect ‘to Fig. 2. Additionally there are imperforate 
cross-bands 75 at spaced intervals over the; screen be 
tween the circular bands 73 and 74. The bands 75 are 
preferably equally spaced on the cylinder so that the felt 
formed between any two adjacent circular bands will 
consist of a sequence of rectangular pad-like units of the 
same size. The cross-bands 75 are preferably alined with 
each other not only to facilitate subsequent operations 
on the adjacent series of the felted entities, but also to 
facilitate operation of the felting machine itself with re 
spect to removing residual ?bers which may be deposited 
on top of the cross-bands 75 as well as on the peripheral 
bands 73 and 74 of Fig. 3, or the peripheral bands 69 and 
7 G of Fig. 2. 
Although the forces tending to felt the ?ber func 

tion primarily over the open screen, the felting is not 
completely so con?ned and ?bers may readily deposit 
and loosely felt on the imperforate area, or be held 
partly thereover while engaged in the edge of the tighter 
felt which is present over the open screen area. Where 
it is desirable to have well de?ned edges of the felted 
strips or units formed, it is possible to clear such residual 
?bers from the imperforate area before the formed felt 
becomes facially engaged with the combining sheet 62. 
One way so to clean the imperforate areas is to blow the 
?bers therefrom by a suitable gentle current of air not 
su?iciently strong to break up the desired felted condi 
tion at the edges of the primary felt. This is accomplished 
in one way by placing near but spaced from the periph 
ery of the felt 42 as it leaves the depositing area 41, suit 
able air jets to blow the ?bers away, and preferably a 
collecting hood over the jets and generally over the .area 
from which the ?bers are being removed by the air jet. 

In Fig. 1 such mechanism is shown in the form of a 
hood 89 extending lengthwise of the cylinder just above 
the surface of the felt at a location between the roll .61 
and the nozzle 38. Within the hood are a number of 
compressed air pipes 81 provided with openings to serve 
as air jets, which openings are located at positions to 
blow air onto the imperforate areas of .the cylinder. 
The number of pipes, the locations of the jets and the 
operation of them, must be varied in accordance with 
the pattern on the cylinder. The operation of the jets 
to' discharge air is continuous or intermittent, but under 
control, according to the timing necessary to function 
only over masked areas. Thus, for the cylinder illus» 
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‘dated in 2.. bnt'one of, thelpipes 81.would‘functioi.1> 
and itrwoiuld function continuously because of thecou: 
tinuous'ipassage of the peripheral bands 69,under the 
'c'orresponding'jetsl _Wheri the cylinder of Fig. 3 is em 
ployed rather than the cylinder of Fig. 2,1 the same jets 
which functionvfor bands 69 of Fig. 2 maycontinue to 
function for the bands74 of Fig. 3, and additionally the 
second pipe 81_ is made. to function al‘onggits lengthas 
alined crossbands 75 pass underits jets. To limit the 
number ofipipes" in the hood ,80,,it is seen that the 
alining- of the adjacent cross-bands 75 is preferred to 
,some’other arrangement; Simple mechanical .means in 
the ‘nature-7 ofran airvalve and a ‘control therefor as- , 
sociated with'the' turningnof thecylinder, are readily ap 
plicable to control theain. The collecting hood 80 is 
connected by, conduit 83 to the suction side of a small 
blower. 84 which discharges the exhausted material by 
ac'onduit 85 into the cyclone 49.‘ This preserves the 
system from loss of ?nes in the samemannec as 'de 
,scribed for recycling the ?nes which pass through .the 
?ltering-screens The suction exerted by hood?t) is V 
su?icient- to draw air into the hood while-the jets ‘are 
‘operating to prevent blowing out and loss of ?ber and 
othercont'enta. Q V o- i‘. v a V , 

It isto'be, understood .thatthe invention isnot limited 
to the} illustrative embodiment thereof, and that nu 
iiie'rous changes. and modi?cations arecontemplated as 
fallingwithin ‘the scope of the appended ‘claims. 

, Iclaim: ' " 

1, The/method .lwhich' sample's continuously rotat 
ing on a'substantially horizontal axis 'a cylinder of which 
substantially: all ofnrthel area is perforated. ‘as a screen for 
,?lteringv?ber as feltsthereon from a suspension of ?bers V 

’ in air exposed-to said cylinder, continuously drawing air ~ 
through said cylindrical surface fromthe exterior tothe 
interior at a stationary localized deposition area which is 
traversed by the upper part of the surface of the cylinder 

3 
the amount otairvmoyingin saidstreauubeing at least 

; not greater than the amount of air being drawnthrough 
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in its rotation? by - establishing’ ‘subatmo'spheric pressure a 
at said area, directing upon ‘said cylinder at saiddeposi 
tion area a stream of air at superatmospheric pressure 
containing in suspensiontmaterial including 'feltable ?bers 
for felting on said cylinder, the amount of‘air moving in 
‘said-stream being at least not, greater than the amount 
of air being ‘drawn through said sereen, whereby to limit 
escape of suspended material from said stream to the 
atmosphere, dividing thestream, of air drawn through 
said screen into at least two portions of which one por 
tion contains substantially all of the ?nes of suspended 
material drawn through said screen, diverting from the 
air‘ streams. recited theair of said portions which is 
substantially lacking in v?nes,’combiningsaid lines with 
a continuous supply of the material ultimately dispersed 

77in air'for providing the above-mentioned stream which is 
directed toward said cylinder, applying a continuously 
moving web of sheet material over the felt already formed 
on said‘cylindereand at a location, removed from said 
deposition area for travel of, the web with the cylinder 
in facialengagement with the felt thereon and for sup 
porting'the felt, and removing the web and the felt in 
a ‘generally horizontal direction from the bottom of the 
cylinder. , , ' V 

2. The method which comprises continuously rotat 
ing on a substantially horizontal axis a cylinder of which 
substantially,’ all of the area is perforated as a screen 
for ?ltering ?ber as felts thereon from a suspension of 
?bers in air exposed to said cylinder, continuously draw 
"i'ng’air through saidcylindrical surface from ‘the exterior 
Vito the, interior at ‘a stationary localized deposition area 

at the top sideiof the ‘cylinder which area is traversed by’ 
the surface rofrthe icylinderain its'rotation ,by establish? 
ring subattnospheric pressureatsaid area, directing upon 
‘said cylinder at said deposition area a stream of air, at 
superatmospheric pressure containing intsuspension mate 

including feltable ?bers for felting. on saidcylinder, 7 
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said screen, wherebypto limit escape of suspendeimate 
rial from saidstream to the atmosphere, dividing the 
streamof air drawn‘ through said screen into, at least 
two portions of which one portion contains substantially 
all ofjthe ?nes of suspended material, drawmthrough 
saidv screen, diverting from the air streams recited, the 
air of said portions which, is substantially ,lacking in 
?nes, combiningsaidr?nes with a continuouswsupplyrof 
the material ultimately dispersed in airforproviding the 
abovejrnentioned?strear'n which, is directed toward?said 
cylinder, applying a continuously moving Web of ‘sheet 
material over the felt already formed on said cylinder 
near the toprregionof the cylinder‘ and ‘at a location 
removed from said deposition area for travel of the web 
with the cylinder in facial engagement with the felt 
thereomandata ‘region where ‘said web underlies said 
felt in‘ position to support the felt removing the felt and 
web ‘from the cylinder for vehicular ‘support of ‘the felt 
bytheweb? , a <7 , '-, 

I ‘3. The’ method whichrcornprises continuously feeding 
material including, ?brous’ material into a continuous 
streamrof air," conducting the mixed air and all said 
material tea perforatedldispersing plate for, passage of 
the air therethrough, continuously distributing all ,said 
material over said plate and reducing'th'e ?brous mate 
rial ‘to’. substantially individualized ?bers, whereby ,the 
air passing through said plate carries the material includ 
ing the individualized, ?bersv into suspension therein, 
'conducting the resulting suspension as a continuous 
stream at, supera'tmospheric lpressurev'to aistationary 
localized depositing area which ‘is’ traversed by the sur 
face of a zcylindrical'?beri-felting, screen, rotating on, a 
substantially horizontal axis; applying sub-atmospheric 
pressure tothe underside ,of said screenat saiddeposit 
ing arearin a manner: to draw through said. screen all the 
air of said suspension and tending to draw in air ‘from 
the surroundingaatrnos'phere outside of said cylinder, 
dividing the resulting stream of airrandany ?nes of 
suspended material drawn through said screen at the de 
positing area into at leasttwo portions ,of which one 
portion contains substzuitiallyv all ‘of said ‘?nes’, diverting 
from the air streams recited the air of said portions 
which is substantially lacking in ?nes, combining said 
?nes with said ?rst-mentioned ?brous material-to, recycle 
the ?nes, and removing the felt from said cylinder. , 

4. The method which comprises, continuously feed 
ing material including ?brous material into a continuous 
stream of air, conducting the mixed air and all said 
material to a perforated dispersing plate for passage 
of the air therethrough, continuously distributing all 
saidrnaterial ‘over’ said plate and reducing the ?brous 
material to substantially individualized ?bers, whereby 
the air passing through said plate carries the material 
including the vindividualized ?bers into suspension there 
in; directing the resulting suspension at, superatmospheric 
pressure at a stationary localized area which is traversed 
by the surface of a cylindrical ,iiber-felting screen rotat 
ing on a substantially horizontal axis, applying sub 
atmospheric pressure to the underside of said screen 
at said depositing area in a manner to draw-through 
said screen all the air of said suspension and tending 
to draw in air from the surrounding atmosphere outside 
of said cylinder, dividingthe air, and any ?nes of sus 
pended material drawnj through said screen‘ at the de 
positing area intoa stream of air-substantially free ‘from 
said ?nes and a stream of air enriched'in ‘said ?nes, com 
bined said enriched stream with 'slaidi?rstémentioned 
material to recycle the ,ln'1es,'diverting the other stream 
from the remaining recited streams, and removing the 
felt from the cylinder. ' v , I _ 7 

57 _T he method which comprisescontinuously feeding 
material including ?brous material into a continuous 
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stream of air, conducting the mixed air and all said 
material to a perforated dispersing plate for passage of 
the air therethrough, continuously distributing all said 
material over said plate and reducing the ?brous material 
to substantially individualized ?bers, whereby the air 
passing through said plate carries the material including 
the individualized ?bers into suspension therein, con 
ducting the resulting suspension as a continuous stream 
at superatrnospheric pressure to a stationary localized 
depositing area which is traversed by the surface of a 
cylindrical ?ber-felting screen rotating on a substantially 
horizontal axis, applying sub-atmospheric pressure to the 
underside of said screen at said depositing area in a man 
ner to draw through said screen all the air of said sus 
pension and tending to draw in air from the surrounding 
atmosphere outside of said cylinder, dividing the result 
ing stream of air and any ?nes of suspended material 
drawn through said screen at the depositing area into at 
least two portions of which one portion contains substan 
tially all of said ?nes, diverting from the air streams 
recited the air of said portions which is substantially lack 
ing in ?nes, combining said ?nes with said ?rst-mentioned 
?brous material to recycle the ?nes, applying a con 
tinuously moving web of sheet material over the felt 
already formed on said cylinder and at a location re 
moved from said deposition area for travel of the web 
with the cylinder in facial engagement with the felt there 
on and for supporting the felt, and removing the web and 
the felt from the cylinder. ‘ 

6. The method which comprises continuously feeding 
material including ?brous material into a continuous 
stream of air, conducting the mixed air and all said 
material to a perforated dispersing plate for passage of 
the air therethrough, continuously distributing all said 
material over said plate and reducing the ?brous ma 
terial to substantially individualized ?bers, whereby the 
air passing through said plate carries the individualized 
?bers into suspension therein, directing the resulting sus 
pension at superatmospheric pressure at a stationary 
localized depositing area which is traversed by the top 
side of a cylindrical ?ber-felting screen rotating on a 
substantially horizontal axis, applying sub-atmospheric 
pressure to the underside of said screen at said deposit 
ing area in a manner to draw through said screen all the 
air of said suspension and tending to draw in air from 
the surrounding atmosphere outside of said cylinder, 
dividing the air and any ?nes of suspended material 
drawn through said screen at the depositing area into 
at least two portions of which one portion contains sub 
stantially all of said ?nes, diverting from the air streams 
recited the air of said portions which is substantially 
lacking in ?nes, combining said ?nes with said ?rst 
mentioned ?brous material to recycle the ?nes, applying 
a continuously moving Web of sheet material over the 
felt already formed on said cylinder near the top region 
of the cylinder and at a location removed from said 
deposition area for travel of the web with the cylinder in 
facial engagement with the felt thereon, and at a region 
where said web underlies said felt in position to support 
the felt removing the felt and web from the cylinder for 
vehicular support of the felt by the web. 

7. Apparatus for dry felting comprising in combina 
tion, feeding means for continuously supplying dry ?brous 
material at a uniform rate, ?ber dispersing means ar 
ranged to receive said ?brous material and operable to 
distribute substantially individualized ?bers therefrom 
into a moving constant current of air at superatmospheric 
pressure, means open to the atmosphere for continuously 
admitting ?ber-free air to meet infeeding ?ber as at 
least a portion of the air forming said current of air, 
said current moving to a deposition area, a hollow cylin 
der rotatable on’ a horizontal axis and having felting 
screen area at its periphery arranged to move across said 
area of deposition, the screen area of the cylinder being 
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sut?ciently extensive to permit continuous passage of all 
the air of said current through the screen, a stationary 
suction box for operation at subatmospheric pressure 
within said cylinder opening to the screen over an area 
including said deposition area, blower means with a suc 
tion intake connected to said suction box for operation 
to move at least all the air constituting said current, 
means connected to the outlet of said blower means to 
free a portion of the air therefrom from ?nes of ma 
terial suspended therein, and means to discharge said 
?nes-free air to the atmosphere. ' 

8. Apparatus for dry felting comprising in combina 
tion, feeding means for continuously supplying dry ?brous 
material at a uniform rate, ?ber dispersing means ar 
ranged to receive said ?brous material and operable to 
distribute substantially individualized ?bers therefrom 
into a moving constant current of air at superatmospheric 
pressure continuously drawn in part at least from the 
atmosphere, said current moving to an area of deposition, 
a hollow cylinder rotatable on a horizontal axis and 
having felting screen area at its periphery arranged to 
move across said area of deposition, the screen area of 
the cylinder being sufficiently extensive to permit con 
tinuous passage of all the air of said current through the 
screen, a stationary suction box for operation at sub 
atmospheric pressure within said cylinder opening to the 
screen over an area including said deposition area, blower 
means with a suction intake connected to said suction 
box for operation to move at least all the air constitut 
ing said current, said blower means having its outlet 
arranged to discharge at least a part of the air to the 
atmosphere, 2. separating cyclone having a receiving open 
ing for an air-suspension of solids for separating it into 
a stream of air substantially free from said solids and a 
second fraction containing substantially all said solids, 
said cyclone being arranged to discharge said second frac 
tion into the said dispersing means for recirculation of 
said solids and being further arranged to divert said 
solids-free stream of air from the apparatus, and conduit 
means connecting the output side of said blower to the 
receiving opening of said cyclone. 

9. Apparatus for dry felting comprising in combina 
tion, feeding means for continuously supplying dry ?brous 
material at a uniform rate, ?ber dispersing means ar 
ranged to receive said ?brous material and operable to 
distribute substantially individualized ?bers therefrom 
into a moving constant current of air at superatmospheric 
pressure continuously drawn in part at least from the 
atmosphere, said current moving to an area of deposi~ 
tion, a hollow cylinder rotatable on a horizontal axis 
and having felting screen area at its periphery arranged 
to move across said area of deposition, the screen area 
of the cylinder being su?iciently extensive to permit con 
tlnuous passage of all the air of said current through the 
screen, a stationary suction box for operation at sub 
atrnospheric pressure within said cylinder opening to the 
screen over an area including said deposition area, blower 
means with a suction intake connected to said suction 
box for operation to move at least all the air constituting 
said current, said blower means having its outlet arranged 
to discharge at least a part of the air to the atmosphere, 
a separating cyclone having a receiving opening for an 
air-suspension of solids for separating it into a stream of 
air substantially free from said solids and a second frac 
tion containing substantially all said solids, said cyclone 
being arranged to discharge said second fraction into 
the said dispersing means for recirculation of said solids 
and being further arranged to divert said solids-free 
stream of air from the apparatus, conduit means con 
necting the output side of said blower to the receiving 
opening of said cyclone, a supply of sheet material ar 
ranged to move in the same direction as the deposited 
felt on the cylinder, and meansrto feed said sheet onto 
the ?ber felt already formed on the cylinder and at a 



location.removedy'fromtsaidr deposition area forefacialr 
engagementand travelwithrtlie felt. _ V e 

' " dry 'ffeltin' comprising in combine: LtlOK Appar tus for. 
tion, feeding means for continuously supplying dry ?brous ' 
material at a uniform rate, ?ber dispersing means ar 
ranged to receive said ?brous material and operable to 
distribute substantially individualized ?bers therefrom 
into a moving constant current of air at superatmospheric 
pressure, meaustopen to the atmosphere for continuously 
admitting ?ber-free air to meet infe'e'ding ?ber as at least 
a portion of the air forming said current of air, said cur 
rent moving to a deposition area, a movable foraminous 
felting member, exposed to atmospheric pressure at re 
gions bounding, said deposition area and arranged to 
move continuously through saiddeposit'ion area for ?lte - 
ingr?beras a felt thereon from said current 'offair, a 
stationary suction box on the non~felting sideor"; said 
member foroperation at suba'tmospheric pressure open 
ing tofsaid member at, an area including said regions and 
‘said deposition area, blower means with a suction intake 
connected to said suction box for, operation to moveat 
least, all the w constituting said current, means connected 
to the outlet of said blower means to :freev a portion of 
the air therefrom, from ?nes of material vsuspended there, 
in, and means to discharge said ?nes-free air to’ the 
atmosphere. , , t V e _ 

1,1. The method which comprises continuously moving 
argforaminous felting member exposed to atmospheric 
pressureat ?red regions bouridingia deposition area for 
v?ltering ?ber as a felt'thereon from .a suspension of ?bers ‘ 7 

hair exposed to said member at said deposition area, 
continuously drawing air through said member at said 

deposition area from the ‘felting side of the member attsaid regions from the atmosphereby establishing sub 
, atmospheric pressure, at saiddepositing area and me areas 
of said houndingregions on the other side of said mem 
ber, directingupon said member at said deposition area 
a stream of air at superatmospheric pressure containing 
in suspension material including feltable ?bers for felt-V 
ing on said member, the amount or air moving in said 
stream being less than the amount of air being drawn 
through said member, thereby to prevent escape of sus 
pended material from said stream to the atmosphere, 
whereby a felt is formed in and removed from said ‘de 

, position area, removing entrained solids from at least as 
much air as is, in eircess of that drawn from the depositing 
region, and returning at least the solids of the remainder 
through a region of atmospheric pressure to the suspen 
sion, of said feltable ?bers. V , v 

12. Apparatus for dry felting comprising in combina 
tion feeding means for continuously supplying dry ?brous 
material at a uniform rate, ?ber dispersing means ar 
ranged to receive said ?brous material and operable to 
distribute substantially individualized ?bers therefrom 
into a moving constant current of air at superatmospheric 
pressure, means open to the atmosphere'for continuously 
admitting ?ber-tree air to meet infeeding ?ber as at least 
a‘ portion of ‘the air forming said’ current of air, said cur 
rent moving to a deposition area, a movable foraminous 
felting member exposed to atmospheric’ pressure at re 
gions bounding said deposition area and arranged to 
move ‘continuously through said deposition area for ?lter 
ing “fiber as a felt thereon from said. current of air, a 
stationary suction box on. thernon-feltingdside of said. 
member for operation, attsubatrnospheric pressure 'open- 7 
ing to said member at an area including said bounding 
regions and said deposition’ area, blower means with a 
suction intake connection to said suction box, ‘means for ' 
operatiorl'eof said blower to move all the, air constituting 
said, current and air ‘from the, atmosphere through said 
bo'undingyregions, means connected to the outlet of, said 
blower means to free a, portion of the air therefrom from 

t ?nes of materialsiispended therein, and means to dis 
charge said ?nes-free air to the atmosphere. 
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,f 13. The methodio‘ making a uniform ?brous web com 
‘ rising the steps ofin 'ntairling an exce*s_fs'_ of's‘eparated air 
entrainedi?bers on one side 'of‘a foraminous surface and 
with the air under positive pressure whereby both ?bers 
and air are causedto pass in'subs'tantially uniform con 
centrations through the foramens, drawing air through 
and said ?bers onto 'a moving surface having relatively 
small foramens by maintaining a pressure below atmos} 
phere on the outgoing side thereof whereby the ?bers are 
deposited on the ‘ingoingside as an interfelted mass, and 
maintaining the space between the surfaces partitioned 
from the atmosphere, the air drawn through said moving 
surface consisting of a minor fraction from the atmos 
phere and asmajor fraction comprising all the air from 
the foramiinous surface, whereby a slight in?ow of air 
occurs from the surrounding atmosphere into and through 
the moving surface. to prevent ?bers from being blown out 
into theatmosphere. '7 , w _ 

p 14.7 Themethod of a uniform ?brous web com; 
prising, the steps of maintaining" an excess of dispersed 
material including essentially separated air entrained'felt 
able ?bers on one side of a foraminoussurface and with 
the'air under positive pressure whereby both ?bers and 
'ir are caused to pass insubstahtially uniformconcentra 
tions through ‘the foramens, drawing air, through and said 
?bers onto ‘a'moving's'ur'face having relatively small fora 
nieusby maintainingja pressure below atmosphere on the 
outgoing sidethereofwherebythe ?bers are deposited on 
the ingoiri'g' side as an interfeltedlmass, maintaining the 
space between the surfaces partitioned from the atmos 
phere-tithe air drawn through said moviugslurface consist 
ing of a minor fraction from the atmosphere and a major 
fraction ‘comprisin‘g'lall the airfi’rom the foraminous sur 
face, whereby a'slight in?ow‘ofair'o'ccurs from the sin; 
rounding atmosphere into and through thermoving surface 
‘to prevent ?bers frornvbeing blown outiinto the atmos 
phere, dividing the material passing through saidv moving 
surface into theregion ofsub'atmospheric pressure'ontsaid 
outgoing side into an air fraction and a‘resid'ue, and dis 
charging the air fraction to the atmosphere. ' 

15. The method or makingauniform ?brous web com 
prising the steps of maintaining an excess or dispersed 
material iicluding essentially separated m'r entrained felt 
able ?bers on one side of a foramino'us surface’ and'with 
the air under positive pressure whereby both ?bers ‘and 
air are caused to pass in substantially uniform concen§ 
trations through the foramens, mawing air through and 
said ?bers onto'a moving surface having relatively small 
foramens by maintaininga pressure below atmosphere on 
the outgoingsside thereof whereby the?bers are deposited 
on the ingoing side as an interfelted mass, maintaining 
the space ‘bet-ween the surfaces partitioned from the a‘ 
mosphere, the air drawn through said moving surface 
consistingof a minor fraction from the atmosphere and a 
major fraction comprising all the air from the forami 
nou'slsurfacve, wherebya slight inflow of air occurs from 
the surrounding atmosphere into and through the moving 
surface to prevent?bers from being blown out into the 
atmosphere, dividing the material passing through said 
moving- surface into the region of subatmospheric pres‘ 
sure on said outgoing side into an air fraction and a 
residue, said air fraction consisting of an amount of air 
at least'equa'l to the amount being drawn through the 
moving surfacetrom the atmosphere, discharging-the a'ir 
fraction to the atmosphere, and feeding said residue to the 
positive-pressure side of said foraminous surface. 
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